HERITAGE PRESERVATION COMMISSION
MEETING AGENDA
AUGUST 8, 2022 | 6:00 PM
1.

CHAIR CALL THE MEETING TO ORDER

2.

MINUTES
2.1

3.

July 12, 2022

PRESENTATIONS & REPORTS
None

4.

BUSINESS ITEMS
4.1

Certificate of Appropriateness Application: 309 Broadway
Sunshine Realty Group

4.2

Certificate of Appropriateness Application: 416 Broadway
Tracy Carlson

4.3

Certificate of Appropriateness Application: 113 4th St. E.
Barbara Kaiser

4.4

Preservation Ordinance
Brent Mareck, City Manager

4.5

Preservation Award
Brent Mareck, City Manager

5.

COMMUNICATIONS

6.

ADJOURN
Mission Statement

We will advocate for the City of Carver by being accountable to community stakeholders, maintaining
infrastructure, protecting resources, respecting our history, and planning for our future.

Carver City Hall | 316 Broadway | Council Chambers

We are a prepared
and dedicated group
that utilizes resources
effectively.
We are focused on
solutions to support a
shared vision.

We listen with
respect and
compassion while
engaging in open
dialogue.

THE
CARVER
WAY
Our team works
together for a
better Carver!

Heritage Preservation Commission Minutes
Tuesday, July 12, 2022
1.

CHAIR CALL THE MEETING TO ORDER

Chair Schultz called the meeting to order at 6:01 p.m. Commissioners Pascoe, Guerre, Kelley,
Finney, and Grosch were present. Also present: City Manager Mareck, City Council Liaison Mock,
Deputy Clerk Good, and Administrative Assistant Meyer.
2.

MINUTES
2.1

June 14, 2022

MOTION BY COMMISSIONER PASCOE TO APPROVE THE JUNE 14, 2022 HERITAGE
PRESERVATION COMMISSION MINUTES. SECONDED BY COMMISSIONER GUERRE.
ALL AYES, MOTION CARRIED.
3.

PRESENTATIONS & REPORTS

4.

BUSINESS ITEMS
4.1

Certificate of Appropriateness Application: 120 Broadway
Nate Roise, Getaway Motor Cafe

City Manager Mareck presented the application information. The applicants, Nate and Terah
Roise, were in attendance, requesting approval for construction of exterior stairway (steel) and
deck (steel) on the west side of the building; for installation of signage painted over brick on the
north side; and to paint an artistic mural over cement/stucco material on the west side of the
building. The information presented was included in the Commission Packet.
The Commission members and the applicants discussed the details of the project.
MOTION BY COMMISSIONER PASCOE TO APPROVE THE APPLICATIONS AS
APPLIED FOR. SECONDED BY COMMISSIONER FINNEY. ALL AYES, MOTION
CARRIED.
Staff will issue the Certificate of Appropriateness, summarizing the details of the approval. The
next step is for the applicant to apply for the applicable building permit.
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5.

COMMUNICATIONS

City Manager Mareck provided the following updates:
•

•

•

•
•

The City received an application for a daycare facility at 309 Broadway. The picket fence
will be installed per the administrative approval, and the renter is working on a sign
application for the August meeting.
416 Broadway – an application to replace wood windows with vinyl had previously been
reviewed and denied, and will be resubmitted for review and consideration at a future
meeting.
The draft Preservation Commission Ordinance received positive feedback from the City
Council and will go to Public Hearing at the July 21 Planning Commission meeting. The
final version will be reviewed at the August HPC meeting.
Brenda Good put together a Heritage Preservation Award Nomination Form and included it
in the July newsletter.
Administrative Assistant Natalie Meyer will be helping with HPC duties.

7.

ADJOURN

MOTION BY COMMISSIONER PASCOE TO ADJOURN. SECONDED BY
COMMISSIONER KELLEY. ALL AYES, MOTION CARRIED (6:26 P.M.).

_________________________________
Natalie Meyer, Administrative Assistant
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HPC Property Alteration Application Report
Meeting Date:

August 8, 2022

Property Address:

309 Broadway

Applicant:

Sunshine Realty Group

Heritage Preservation Commission

PROJECT OVERVIEW:
Installation of vinyl sign panels using the existing sign frames.
HPC REQUESTED ACTION:
A motion to approve / deny a Certificate of Appropriateness at 309 Broadway under the following
conditions:
1.
2.
3.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:
309 Broadway, Anton Knoblauch Bank,
ca 1875. Built as a bank by Carver
entrepreneur Anton Knoblauch, whose
private residence was located behind the
bank.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Application Materials
2. Commercial Guidelines – Signs

309 Broadway

Signage and Lighting
Signage is an essential element in any commercial district. Anonymity is clearly not good for business.
Unfortunately, signage has often been one of the most disfiguring elements in the urban landscape. A
visual clutter of oversized and ill-positioned signs presents a negative image for the entire street.
A business sign is important not only as an identifier, but equally significant as an expression of an image
for the business. Don’t underestimate the value of quality signage. A clear message, presented with style,
will encourage passersby to venture in. Money spent on quality signage is usually money well spent.
When thinking about signage, consider the following:

Size and placement

Backlit plastic signs and underlit awnings with Signage should be directed at and scaled to the pedestrian. Don’t assume that the largest sign is the best.
lettering are inappropriate for historic buildings. Pay particular attention to how your sign relates to your building. Look for logical signage locations on
your facade.
The best location for signage is at the continuous flat wall areas above storefront display windows and
below the upper level windows. Where such space is limited by the location of the storefront cornice
or a balcony, signage can be applied to the display windows or on low-profile projecting signboards.
Don’t cover windows, doors, or architectural ornaments. A good sign looks like it belongs where it was
placed. It should be an extension of the overall design of your facade.

Message and design

A good sign is simple and direct. Don’t be tempted to say too much. Choose a letter style or graphic
treatment that projects your image and is clear and easy to read. Coordinate sign colors with the colors
of your building. Remember that visual clutter will only dilute your message.

Flat signboards, low-profile projecting signs,
painted lettering on the display windows and
awning valance are appropriate.

A good sign can take many forms. It may be painted on a flat panel, or it might have a sculptural
quality. Individual letters might be applied to the facade. Logos or lettering can be painted, stenciled,
or engraved on windows. Even the valance of an awning can be an excellent signboard. Sign design
that brings additional identity to storefront businesses, by using three-dimensional signs, symbols, or
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representations of the business (mortar and pestle, scales of justice, barber poles, etc.) is encouraged. Small two-sided signs that project perpendicularly
over the sidewalk are excellent for communication for pedestrians. Neon signage is not appropriate on the building exterior. Lighting for other kinds
of signage should be limited to direct illumination by incandescent lamps.

Inappropriate signs

Certain sign types are generally considered inappropriate in an historic commercial district. These would include large projecting signs, rooftop signs,
and internally illuminated awnings and signs.

All signage with the Carver Historic District must be approved by the HPC.

General Sign Guidelines
• Signs should made be of traditional materials such as wood or metal panels
with painted or ornamental metal lettering.
• Signage should be sized appropriately and in proportion to its building.
• Signs and graphics should have colors that are coordinated with the overall
building colors and the colors of the adjacent buildings.
• Signs should have a lettering type face generally of the era of the building,
such as letters in a serif or script style for the earliest buildings, and with
the possible use of more modern sans-serif style lettering for more recent
buildings. However, each sign shall contain no more than two lettering
styles, and the lettering shall not occupy more than 60 percent of the total
sign area. Where businesses are required to utilize a corporate image or
the sign lettering style and/or color is part of the business identity, the
corporate image may be acceptable by utilizing other mitigating historic
sign design features such as a raised sign boarder, dimensional letters,
small lettering size and scale.
• Signage should be placed at traditional sign locations including the
storefront beltcourse, upper facade walls, hanging or mounted inside
windows, or projecting perpendicularly from the face of the building.
• Signs should not conceal any architectural features.
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• Signage mounting brackets and hardware should be anchored into mortar, not masonry.
• Signs which are lit should have concealed lighting—spot or up-lit lighting for signs is recommended.
• Internally-lit or flashing signs are not appropriate for historic commercial districts.

General Lighting Guidelines
• Commercial sign lighting fixtures should be simple in design or concealed.
• Concealed light fixtures or fixtures appropriate to the building's period are encouraged.
• Spot or up-lit lighting for signs is recommended.
• Light fixtures should be low profile and have minimal projection from building face.
• Lighting should not conceal any architectural features.
• The light source should not be visible from the public right-of-way.
• Incandescent illumination is the most appropriate light source for historic commercial signage.
• "Historic" theme light fixtures such as "Colonial" coach lanterns are not appropriate to the Carver
Historic District.
• Internally-lit plastic signs and awning are not appropriate.
• Flashing lights are not appropriate for historic commercial districts.
• Light fixture mounting brackets and hardware should be anchored into mortar, not masonry.
• Neon signage is not appropriate on the building exterior.
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HPC Property Alteration Application Report
Meeting Date:

August 8, 2022

Property Address:

416 Broadway

Applicant:

Tracy Carlson

Heritage Preservation Commission

PROJECT OVERVIEW:
Remove and replace wood and vinyl windows with an all vinyl window.
HPC REQUESTED ACTION:
A motion to approve / deny a Certificate of Appropriateness at 416 Broadway under the following
conditions or denied for the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.
This same window application was reviewed at the December 14, 2021 meeting and was unanimously
denied by the HPC (denial letter attached).
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:
416 Broadway, Wells-Bueche Blacksmith Shop, Hotel, Saloon, 1857. Built circa 1857, the wing of the
house that fronts on Broadway probably had its earliest days as a blacksmith shop, and later as a saloon.
Between 1894 and 1900 a 1 1/2 story wing was added, making the house L-shaped, and an open porch
was built. Since at least 1894 the house has had much
of the same street-side profile, though some time in the
20th Century the body of the clapboard house was
covered in stucco. In 1857 the property was sold to
Ferdinand Wells who used the building as a blacksmith
shop. By 1859 Wells was advertising plow mounting,
horse shoeing, wagon construction, and the Farmers
Exchange hotel and saloon. Wells died in 1863 and
widow Genoveva remarried in 1864 to Jacob Bueche
and by 1870 the house was fully converted to a saloon.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Application Materials
2. Residential Guidelines – Windows
3. 416 Broadway Denial Letter – December 16, 2021

Application for Historic Property Alteration
Please Complete All Application Sections
(Parts 1 through 6)
PART 1: OWNER AND ADDRESS
416 Broadway Street Carver MN
Historic Building Address:_______________________________________________________
Tracy Carlson
Owner of Building:______________________________________________________________
952-292-7421
Owner Phone Number:_________________________________________________________
tlc32684@gmail.com
Owner Email Address:__________________________________________________________

PART 2: CONTRACTOR INFORMATON (IF APPLICABLE)
Your Home Improvement Company
Contractor Name:___________________________________________________________
320-230-9182
Contractor Phone Number:____________________________________________________
permits@yhic.com
Contractor E-Mail:___________________________________________________________

PART 3: GENERAL PROJECT OVERVIEW
Replacing 10 windows- all pre-existing openings, no alters. Installing 7 double hung windows & 3 2 lite slider windows. Double hungs will be going in the living room, bathroom, the dining room, &
the laundry room. The sliders will be going in the kitchen and a bedroom upstairs. The windows
are vinyl and all have half screens. The bathroom windows will be tempered glass, and all the
windows are white in & out, with white stops. The window above the kitchen sink will have light oak stops.
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PART 4: MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
A. What is the existing building material being removed, replaced, repaired or altered?
Please all impacted building areas.
1. Windows in the living room, kitchen, dining room, laundry room and upstairs bedroom.
2.
3.
B. What is the proposed building material to be used? Please list for each aspect of the
project. (Attach product name and material specifications with application)
1.
2.

7 double hung windows & 3 - 2 lite slider windows
Trim - white and light oak

3. PVC, trim nails, spray foam

PART 5: REQUIRED APPLICATION SUBMISSIONS
Required Submission

Attached
Yes / No

Current pictures of the home, including street view and all views of the project area.

Yes

Product and material specifications of the proposed building materials.

Yes

Pictures of the proposed building materials, windows, doors, siding, etc.

Yes

Scaled drawings of the proposed design.
An approval by the City of Carver for a Historic Property Alteration neither expresses or
implies a building code, zoning code, or any other type of approval that might be
required for the work proposed or connected with this application. Applications
receiving approval for a Historic Property Alteration may not be compliant with building
codes and/or zoning . The applicant/property owner is solely responsible for applying for
and obtaining all regulatory permits and approvals that are otherwise necessary,
including, but not necessarily limited to, building permit and zoning permit approvals
connected with their project.

PART 6: APPLICANT SIGNATURE

Signature of Applicant

_
7/7/2022
Date

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED APPLICATION TO:
City of Carver c/o Brent Mareck
316 Broadway, PO Box 147, Carver, MN 55315 or by email to bmareck@cityofcarver.com.
Questions related to the application can be directed to
Brent Mareck, City Manager, at 952-448-8737.
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Customer
Acknowledgement
Quote Date
9/23/2021
Date Ordered
7/7/2022
885370

YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENT CO

-

YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENT CO

-

YOUR HOME IMPROVEMENT CO

23823 67TH AVENUE

23823 67TH AVE

SAINT CLOUD, MN 56301-986

ST. CLOUD, MN 56301

Order Notes:

Phone: (480) 737-8815 Fax:
320-230-9189
Quote Name:
Project Name:

Delivery Notes:

Carlson/AV

No

3162470
Line Item #

Qty

Width x Height

1

1

27" X 51.75"

Ordered
UI
79

Description

9001-Preservation Series Double Hung 27 x 51.75
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = Double Hung
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Low Maintenance Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.28, CR = 58, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.51, CPD
= ASO-A-73-01897-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

living R
Line Item #
2

Qty
1

Width x Height
27" X 51.5"

UI
79

Description

9001-Preservation Series Double Hung 27 x 51.5
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = Double Hung
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Low Maintenance Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.28, CR = 58, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.51, CPD
= ASO-A-73-01897-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

living L
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5

Apple Valley

S188868

3162470
Line Item #
3

Qty
1

Ordered

No
Width x Height
29.25" X 52"

UI
82

Description

9001-Preservation Series Double Hung 29.25 x 52
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = Double Hung
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Low Maintenance Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.28, CR = 58, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.51, CPD
= ASO-A-73-01897-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

living
Line Item #

Qty

Width x Height

4

1

28.5" X 50.5"

UI
80

Description

9001-Preservation Series Double Hung 28.5 x 50.5
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = Double Hung
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Tempered, Low Maintenance
Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.27, CR = 58, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.5, CPD =
ASO-A-73-01900-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

bath
Line Item #

Qty

Width x Height

5

1

27.5" X 45.25"

UI
74

Description

9001-Preservation Series Double Hung 27.5 x 45.25
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = Double Hung
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Tempered, Low Maintenance
Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.27, CR = 58, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.5, CPD =
ASO-A-73-01900-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

bath
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S188868

3162470
Line Item #
6

Qty
1

Ordered

No
Width x Height
39.75" X 49.25"

UI
90

Description

9001-Preservation Series Double Hung 39.75 x 49.25
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = Double Hung
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Low Maintenance Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.28, CR = 58, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.51, CPD
= ASO-A-73-01897-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

laundry
Line Item #

Qty

Width x Height

7

1

36.5" X 27.25"

UI
65

Description

9002-Preservation Series XX 36.5 x 27.25
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = XX
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Low Maintenance Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.28, CR = 59, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.51, CPD
= ASO-A-94-02941-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

kit sink
Line Item #

Qty

Width x Height

8

1

52.75" X 35"

UI
88

Description

9002-Preservation Series XX 52.75 x 35
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = XX
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Low Maintenance Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.28, CR = 59, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.51, CPD
= ASO-A-94-02941-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

kitchen
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S188868

3162470
Line Item #
9

Qty
1

Ordered

No
Width x Height
31.25" X 49.875"

UI
82

Description

9001-Preservation Series Double Hung 31.25 x 49.875
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = Double Hung
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Low Maintenance Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.28, CR = 58, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.51, CPD
= ASO-A-73-01897-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

dining
Line Item #

Qty

Width x Height

10

1

56.75" X 27.5"

UI
85

Description

9002-Preservation Series XX 56.75 x 27.5
Sash Split = Even
Operation / Venting = XX
Frame Color = White
EnergyMax 4, No Upgrade, Low Maintenance Glass
Lock / Keeper = Standard Lock / Keeper
U-Factor = 0.28, CR = 59, SHGC = 0.28, VT = 0.51, CPD
= ASO-A-94-02941-00001
Groove Filler = No Groove Filler, Frame Size
Line Item Notes:

Comment / Room:

upstairs
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S188868

3162470

No

Ordered

S188868
Total Unit Count

Customer Notes:
ATTENTION
Please note that all weights provided are estimates and subject to change based on actual order shipment.
For Informational Purposes: All windows are viewed from the outside looking in.
NOTICE: The rating information provided on this quote is based upon the NFRC ratings at the time of quote.
Such ratings are subject to changes in the standard by the applicable regulatory agencies and will be finalized at
the time of manufacturing. All ratings printed on the NFRC label will supersede the NFRC rating set forth in the
quote. Any changes made to an order after submission may also result in changes to the NFRC rating.
Customer shall be solely responsible for determining whether the product ordered meets their jurisdiction’s
requirements.
In accordance with the state of California:
WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.p65Warnings.ca.gov
This order is subject to AMI's Standard Terms and Conditions, which can be found here:
https://www.associatedmaterials.com/resources/
I have reviewed this order and certify that it is correct. I understand that this order is noncancellable,
nonreturnable, and nonrefundable.

______________________________________________
By
Authorized Representative
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416 Broadway Street
Window Replacement - Replacing 10 windows
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Sash

Lintel

Residential Windows

Head

The pattern of windows, doors, and other openings on the facade of a historic structure strongly defines
its character through their shape, size, construction, arrangement, and profile. Changing these can
have a negative impact on the historic integrity of structure. Windows in historic houses were generally
wood sash. Many of the historic windows of residential structures have double-hung sash and a vertical
orientation. Windows are important design elements and establish the visual rhythm, balance, and
general character of the facade. Any alteration, including removal of moldings or changes in window
size or type, can have a significant and often detrimental effect on the appearance of the building as
well as on the surrounding streetscape.

Top Rail
Light
Meeting Rail

Lower
Sash

Stile
Bottom Rail
Sill

Sash Window

Maintaining historic windows and doors often makes good economic sense, as they were typically
better constructed than modern windows and have a much longer life span. If you are thinking
about replacing your historic windows or doors, please consult a preservation-sensitive contractor or
repair-person for suggestions on simple, inexpensive repairs which might extend their useful life.
Original windows, if at all possible, should be repaired and not replaced. In the replacement of
windows on primary elevations, if there is photographic documentation of the original window
design, the replacement should replicate the original in materials, scale, and configuration (wood/
glass). If there is no documentation available, the replacement should follow the general design in
materials, scale and configuration of main entries for the structure’s period, architectural style and
fenestration balance. The same rules apply for screen/storm windows. However, wood framed
combinations that match the original storm/screen frames in scale, profile, and configuration (woodto-glass) with concealed metal-framed screen/storm window inserts may be appropriate.

Window Guidelines

Storm Window Suggestions
Storm windows may be desirable for energy
conservation. An exterior storm window can also
serve to protect older wooden sashes. They should
conform with the size and shape of the existing sash
and be painted to match as well.

• Windows should be preserved and maintained (including lintels, sills, surrounds, pediments,
and hoods) in their original location, size, and design, with original materials and numbers of
panes.
• If windows are deteriorated beyond repair, the installation of new wood windows should
match the original window in design, size, and proportion.
• Vinyl-clad windows or windows of anodized aluminum may be more appropriate at the rear
or sides of dwellings that are less visible from the street.
• If only one or two windows on the main elevation of the house are deteriorated, and need to
be replaced, consider moving good-condition windows of like size and design from secondary
elevations to the more prominent facade.
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• Original window openings should not be covered, concealed, or down-sized to accommodate the addition of smaller, stock replacement
windows.
• Original wood storm windows and screens should be preserved and maintained.
• New windows should not be added to primary facades or to secondary facades where visible from the street.
• The addition of window screens to historic windows is appropriate if the screens are full-view design or have a central meeting rail to match the
historic window.
• Wood-framed screens are an important component of wood-framed windows and should be used instead of the commonly available aluminum.
• Crank-out units should not be used to replace original double-hung sash units.
• Shutters should not be affixed to buildings not originally designed for them.
• If there is documentation, and often remaining hardware, wood shutters may be mounted to the window casing.

Replacement Windows

Recently, replacement aluminum and vinyl-framed windows have become widely available. Replacement of historic wood windows with these modern
windows can greatly harm the integrity of a historic structure and is strongly discouraged. While gridded designs are available in these aluminum and
vinyl replacement windows to make them appear to be more "historic," the gridding is usually sandwiched between panes of glass and not laid out in a
historic pattern.

Storm Windows

If new combination storm windows are required, there are wood-framed metal combinations that can be custom made for the window openings. Once
the wood frame is painted and the windows installed, they have an original storm window appearance with the added advantages of adjustable screens
and glazing, and easy, snap-out cleaning .
If combination metal storms are installed, they should have a baked-enamel finish. Storm windows should not have vertical or horizontal divisions
which conflict with the divisions of the original sash. The installation of storm windows can help in lowering energy costs and are appropriate for older
dwellings. Storm windows should be full-view design or have the central meeting rail at the same location as the historic window behind it. Windows of
wood or dark anodized aluminum or baked enamel are preferred to those of “raw” mill finish or shiny aluminum.

References

The following publications contain more detailed information about windows.
Preservation Brief #3—Conserving Energy in Historic Buildings
Preservation Brief #9—The Repair of Historic Wooden Windows
Preservation Brief #10—Exterior Paint Problems on Historic Woodwork
Preservation Brief #33—The Preservation and Repair of Historic Stained and Leaded Glass
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December 16, 2021
Tracy Carlson
416 Broadway
Carver, MN 55315
Dear Ms. Carlson:
On December 14, 2021, the Heritage Preservation Commission (“HPC”) reviewed your application for a
certificate of appropriateness to replace the wood windows on the building located at 416 Broadway with
vinyl windows. A certificate of appropriateness from the HPC is required for your proposed window
replacement project pursuant to Carver City Code, section 2-366.
At its meeting, the HPC unanimously denied your application, as submitted, because they did not adhere
to the standards that apply to windows, which are detailed below. Specifically, the HPC determined that
the proposed window replacement will harm the historical integrity of the structure.
City of Carver: Design Guidelines for Residential Properties – Residential Windows (31)
Original windows, if at all possible, should be repaired and not replaced. In the replacement of
windows on primary elevations, if there is photographic documentation of the original window design,
the replacement should replicate the original in materials, scale, and configuration (wood/glass). If there
is no documentation available, the replacement should follow the general design in materials, scale and
configuration of main entries for the structure’s period, architectural style and fenestration balance. The
same rules apply for screen/storm windows. However, wood framed combinations that match the original
storm/screen frames in scale, profile, and configuration (wood to-glass) with concealed metal-framed
screen/storm window inserts may be appropriate.
City of Carver: Design Guidelines for Residential Properties - Replacement Windows (32)
Recently, replacement aluminum and vinyl-framed windows have become widely available. Replacement
of historic wood windows with these modern windows can greatly harm the integrity of a historic
structure and is strongly discouraged. While gridded designs are available in these aluminum and vinyl
replacement windows to make them appear to be more "historic," the gridding is usually sandwiched
between panes of glass and not laid out in a historic pattern.
Pursuant to Carver City Code, section 2-370, you have the right to appeal the HPC’s decision to the
Carver City Council by submitting a written appeal request to the Carver City Clerk, 316 Broadway,
Carver, MN 55315, within 10 business days of the date of this letter, or January 4, 2022.
If you have any questions, feel free to contact me directly at (952) 448-8737.
Sincerely,
CITY OF CARVER

Brent Mareck
Brent Mareck
City Manager
CITY OF CARVER |PO Box 147 | 316 Broadway |Carver, MN 55315

HPC Property Alteration Application Report
Meeting Date:

August 8, 2022

Heritage Preservation Commission

th

Property Address:

113 4 St. E.

Applicant:

Barbara Keiser

PROJECT OVERVIEW:
1. Replace existing front door and frame.
2. Install glass storm door.
3. Construction of a gable roof over the front door using antique corbels as support.
4. Install black aluminum hand rail.
HPC REQUESTED ACTION:
A motion to approve / deny a Certificate of Appropriateness at 113 4th St. E. under the following
conditions:
1.
2.
3.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND:
113 Fourth Street East, Levi and Eliza Griffin House, 1860. Built in 1860 when he was Carver’s
wealthiest citizen, Levi Griffin was one of the original owners of the Carver Land Company that invested
and platted the town for development, and he was the first land company member to make Carver his
permanent home when he moved into the shanty “hotel” owned by Axel Jorgenson. Levi Griffin was the
first Sheriff of Carver County, Carver County Assessor, Carver County Commissioner, merchant, a hotel
owner, a ferryboat operator, a stage line operator, a landlord, a general store owner, a sawmill owner, and
a large landowner. Levi Griffin’s wife, born Eliza Torrey, was the first European woman in Carver, and
the Griffins’ daughter, Eliza Griffin, born in 1855, was the first European born in Carver.
ATTACHMENTS:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Historic Survey – 113 4th St. E.
Application Materials
Residential Guidelines – Doors
Residential Guidelines – Porches and Steps

Application for Historic Property Alteration
Please Complete All Application Sections
(Parts 1 through 6)
PART 1: OWNER AND ADDRESS

113 4th Street East
Historic Building Address:_______________________________________________________
Barbara Kaiser
Owner of Building:______________________________________________________________
612-271-5250
Owner Phone Number:_________________________________________________________
Barbarajk@hotmail.com
Owner Email Address:__________________________________________________________
PART 2: CONTRACTOR INFORMATON (IF APPLICABLE)

Corbin's Carpentry - Scott
Contractor Name:___________________________________________________________
612-270-1432
Contractor Phone Number:____________________________________________________
Contractor E-Mail:___________________________________________________________
PART 3: GENERAL PROJECT OVERVIEW

Replace existing door and frame, install full glass storm door. Build a gable roof over
front door using antique corbels as support. Install black aluminum handrails.
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PART 4: MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
A. What is the existing building material being removed, replaced, repaired or altered?
Please all impacted building areas.
1. Remove existing door, rotting wood frame and Colonial Revival Pilaster and broken pediment.
2.
3.
B. What is the proposed building material to be used? Please list for each aspect of the
project. (Attach product name and material specifications with application)
1. Install solid wood door and full glass storm along with surrounding wood framing.
2. Build gable overhang using wood framing and antique corbels from architectural restoration
company. (See attached drawings and pictures.)

3. Install black powder coated wrought iron handrail

PART 5: REQUIRED APPLICATION SUBMISSIONS
Required Submission

Attached
Yes / No

Current pictures of the home, including street view and all views of the project area.

Yes

Product and material specifications of the proposed building materials.

Yes

Pictures of the proposed building materials, windows, doors, siding, etc.

Yes

Scaled drawings of the proposed design.

Yes

An approval by the City of Carver for a Historic Property Alteration neither expresses or
implies a building code, zoning code, or any other type of approval that might be
required for the work proposed or connected with this application. Applications
receiving approval for a Historic Property Alteration may not be compliant with building
codes and/or zoning . The applicant/property owner is solely responsible for applying for
and obtaining all regulatory permits and approvals that are otherwise necessary,
including, but not necessarily limited to, building permit and zoning permit approvals
connected with their project.

PART 6: APPLICANT SIGNATURE
July 24, 2022
Signature of Applicant

_
Date

PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED APPLICATION TO:
City of Carver c/o Brent Mareck
316 Broadway, PO Box 147, Carver, MN 55315 or by email to bmareck@cityofcarver.com.
Questions related to the application can be directed to
Brent Mareck, City Manager, at 952-448-8737.
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Entry Doors
Residential front entries are often important focal points in the composition of the main facade. Framed
by other character-defining features such as elaborate surrounds, sidelights, fan lights, and transom
windows, these entrance sets help define the stylistic treatment of the house. An Italianate design may
have a small entry porch leading to a set of double doors. A Colonial Revival entrance may be crowned
with a broken pediment or a full pediment with fanlight. A Bungalow-style entry may include a simple,
projecting hood supported on brackets.
Original doors, if at all possible, should be repaired and not replaced. In the replacement of doors on
primary elevations, if there is photographic documentation of the original door design the replacement
should replicate the original in materials, scale, and configuration (wood-to-glass). If there is no
documentation available, the replacement should follow the general design in materials, scale and
configuration of main entries for the structure’s period and architectural style. The same rules apply for
screen/storm doors. Original storm/screen doors, if at all possible, should be repaired and not replaced.
However if replacement is necessary, appropriate wood framed combinations with concealed metalframed screen/storm window inserts may be appropriate.

Entry Door Guidelines

• Original entryways, with all their architectural features (including hardware), should be
preserved and maintained in their original opening and configuration.
• New doors should not be introduced into principal elevations.
• If any component of the entry set is beyond repair, historic trim details should be replicated.
• In replacing missing original doors, replacement doors should be similar in design to the original
in style, materials, glazing (glass area), and lights (pane configuration).
• If the original design is unknown, a secondary entrance may contain a similar original door
which can be moved to the main entrance.
• Steel-covered hollow-core doors should not be installed on primary elevations unless compatible
with the design of the house.
• Mill-finish aluminum storm doors should not be installed on major elevations of historic homes.
• Storm door frames and panels should not conceal an original wood or wood and glass door panel set.
• Sliding glass doors should not be introduced to the primary facades of historic buildings, unless
the original design included this type of modern unit.

The Greek Revival door surround at 320 Ash Street
North displays a hint of the building's early
architectural elegance.

Residential Doors: Original doors, if at all possible, should be repaired and not replaced. In the
replacement of doors on primary elevations, if there is photographic documentation of the original
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door design the replacement should replicate the original in materials, scale, and configuration (woodto-glass). If there is no documentation available, the replacement should follow the general design in
materials, scale and configuration of main entries for the structure’s period and architectural style.
The same rules apply for screen/storm doors. Original storm/screen doors, if at all possible, should be
repaired and not replaced. However if replacement is necessary, appropriate wood framed combinations
with concealed metal-framed screen/storm window inserts may be appropriate.

Replacement Doors
Brick
Steps

Doors of “decorator” designs available from wholesale hardware stores usually are an awkward fit
in historic front entrances. These doors are not similar enough to the original door designs of most
historic dwellings. Doors with fake leaded glass inset designs cheapen the appearance of a well-crafted
historic home.

Storm and Screen Doors

Screen or storm doors should generally be simple in design and have ample open area for maximum
door visibility. That said, Folk Victorian and the Queen Anne style homes often displayed fretwork
in their seasonal doors. It therefore may be appropriate to have screen or storm doors with wood
embellishments, but only on houses with compatible architectural styles.
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Brief History of Porches
The front porch has played an important cultural,
architectural, and social role in the United States.
It provides shelter from the elements, but it also
serves as an outdoor living space. The word “porch”
is derived from the Latin word porticus, which was
a roofed area surrounded by columns. It is now
defined as a covered platform that is placed at an
entrance to a building.
Porches were common to several different house
styles, and also to vernacular houses. For example,
the Gabeled-L or gabled vernacular building
types, have a porch tucked into the crook of the L
footprint. In the late 1800s, porches with decorative
details like trim and brackets were common on
Queen Anne style architecture. In the early 20th
century, the Craftsman style was characterized
by the features of the Craftsman porch which
included heavy columns or piers, exposed rafter
ends and gable porch roofs. This was the last style to
incorporate a porch into its design configurations.
The incorporation of porches into new construction
declined in the 20th century. Still, many structures
built before 1940 have porches that contribute to the
character of their houses and are important design
elements. Their maintenance and preservation is
important to the integrity of the properties.

Porches and Steps

Most 19th and early 20th century houses had unenclosed front porches. Historically, residential
porches in their various forms served many functions. They defined a semi-public area to help smooth
the transition between the public street and the private space of the home. They provided a sheltered
outdoor living space in the days before internal climate-control systems were available. They also
provided an architectural focus to help define entryways and broaden the architectural detailing of the
main structure. Porches are one of the most important defining characteristics of pre-1955 residences.
The porch usually stretched across the full width of the front facade, but in some cases only covered
the entry. (See entry discussion above.) Since porches and steps are exposed to the weather and receive
hard use, some buildings have had a succession of replacements which reflect the changing architectural
aesthetic and economics. In some cases turn-of-the-century dwellings had their original porches
removed and replaced with porches of a later style. These changes reflect the historical and architectural
evolution of the property and may be significant features in their own right.
Porches, like other elements, are vulnerable to weather damage. Moisture is the worst enemy of most
porches. Moisture which can be caused by precipitation, poor drainage, and condensation, can cause
great damage. It causes rot, deterioration, and decay, and moisture may eventually cause collapse.
The accurate reconstruction of a lost porch will require physical clues, historical research, and/or
photographic documentation research to complete the job.
Many of Carver’s residential porches have either been removed or enclosed over time. In the
reconstruction of a porch on a primary elevation, if there is photographic documentation of the original
design, the replacement should replicate the original in profile, design, materials and detailing. If there is
no documentation available, the reconstruction should follow the general design in materials, scale and
configuration of main porches for the structure’s age, architectural detailing including post, balustrade,
latticework, and skirting.
When repairing a porch, it is best to start from the top of a structure and work down, so you probably
want to start at the porch roof. The roof provides protection for the other parts of the porch, so it is
important to check it thoroughly for damages. Repair the roof first and then the foundation. Then
attack the problems in between the roof and foundation.

Porch Guidelines

This recent addition to the photography archives of the
Minnesota Historical Society shows a young woman
standing on a Queen Anne style front porch circa 1890.

• Original porches, including their character-defining features (such as roof form, eave depth,
brackets, turned posts and spindles, railings, wood decking, and beadboard ceilings) should be
maintained and preserved.
• Porches that were originally open should not be enclosed.
• In the repair or the replacement of porch features it is important to identify key design elements
and that the work be compatible in materials, design, and detailing to the original features.
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• In a missing porch railing, the original spacing (ratio of solid to void) and profile of balusters
should be maintained.
• Replaced wood steps should always have full-wood risers and appropriate skirting on the sides.
• Additional porch elements, such as “gingerbread,” should not be added if they did not exist on
the original structure.
• Porches did not always include balustrades, and they should not be added unless there is
evidence that a balustrade existed on a porch historically or if required by local building codes.
• Aluminum, wrought iron, or other modern material railings or posts should not be used to
replace lost wood railings and posts.

Screen Porch Enclosures

Newel Post
Open railing with an
approximate 1-to-1
solid-to-void ratio

Screened or glass-enclosed porches should generally be added only to the back of the main structure so
they do not alter the appearance of the main facades. However, historically, front porches were often
seasonally screened and therefore well-designed screens are not discouraged. Framing for the screen
should be set back behind the plane established by the rail and baluster and it should follow the existing
structure of the porch. The framing should not obstruct the open sections of the porch or should do
so minimally. The framing should always be located behind the balustrade and it should not cause
irreversible damage to the original fabric of the porch. The frame paint color should match the color of
the original storm and screen window frames.

Decks

Outdoor wood decks are popular additions and can usually work well with older buildings. As in the
case of adding rooms, wood decks should be built only at the rear of buildings. Decks on the sides of
buildings may be appropriate if they are not visible from the street. Deck features should be simple
rather than ornate in design and be compatible with the architectural features of the main house.
New porch construction on secondary facades is often quite visible from the public right-of-way.
The Commission should review these secondary porches for compatibility, but not necessarily the
complexity of the primary porch features. Decks should not be visible from the public right-of-way.
The Commission may approve decks and porches on side and rear elevations if they are adequately
buffered from public view.

Open Railing

Railing Suggestions

Most open balustrades on porches of historic homes serve
as a screen between the public yard and the semi-private
porch space of the property. Consequently, exterior
balusters are generally much thicker and bulkier than
interior balusters, and range from 1-to-1 to 1-to-3
solid-to-void spacing. Using interior staircase balusters
on exterior replacement railings should be avoided.
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Lighting
Many dwellings retain original exterior light fixtures at the porch ceiling or adjacent to the main
entrance. Often these distinctive features add to the building’s character and should be maintained and
preserved. If the original light fixtures are missing, light fixtures with simple designs and detailing are
preferred to large, ornate, "colonial"-style fixtures. Many companies now provide light fixtures based
upon historic designs, and the addition of these types of period fixtures is appropriate and encouraged.

Lighting Guidelines

• Original light fixtures should be maintained and preserved.
• New light fixtures introduced to the main facades should be simple in design if new, based on
traditional designs of the primary structure.
• Security lights, such as flood lights, should be mounted on rear or sides of buildings.
• Walkway lighting should be provided by low footlights rather than "historic" post-mounted
fixtures.
• Carriage lamps or any fixtures of a period earlier than the original residence should be avoided.

Example of an appropriatle, simple extrior
houese light at 113 4th Street West.

References

The following publication contains more detailed information about porches and steps.
Preservation Brief #15—Preservation of Historic Concrete: Problems and General Approaches
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MEETING DATE: August 8, 2022
SUBMITTED BY:

Brent Mareck, City Manager

SUBJECT:

Preservation Ordinance – 07-2022

Heritage Preservation Commission Memo

REQUESTED ACTION:
A motion to recommend approval Ordinance 07-2022, amending the preservation regulations.
OVERVIEW:
A proposed amendment to the City’s Heritage Preservation Ordinance was prepared following
review and feedback from the Heritage Preservation Commission (HPC) during its March and
June meetings. The draft incorporates recommendations from both staff and HPC members. In
addition to some general cleanup of the code language, the changes incorporated in the current
draft are intended to accomplish the following:
1. Clarify that city staff and contractors have the authority to make inspections to determine
compliance with HPC regulations.
2. Incorporate and clarify enforcement tools for the city to utilize when enforcing the
ordinance.
3. Provide a clearer outline of the process required for receiving, reviewing, and processing
applications for certificates of appropriateness.
4. Reference the applicability of the 60-day rule and ensure all statutory timelines and
requirements are articulated in the ordinance.
5. Clarify that the city's specific historic design standards apply to applications for certificates
of appropriateness.
6. Expressly authorize the HPC the ability to impose reasonable conditions when approving
applications for certificates of appropriateness.
7. Specify that building permits or other approvals will be denied if a required certificate is
not obtained.
The Planning Commission held a public hearing on the proposed amendments to the ordinance at
their July 21 meeting, with no public comment received. The Planning Commission unanimously
recommended adoption of the ordinance.
RECOMMENDATION:
Approve as presented.
ATTACHMENTS:
1. Ordinance 07-2022

ORDINANCE NO. 07-2022
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 2, ARTICLE IV OF THE CARVER
CITY CODE REGARDING THE HERITAGE PRESERVATION COMMISSION
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CARVER, CARVER COUNTY, MINNESOTA,
DOES ORDAIN:
SECTION 1. Section 2-305 of the Carver City Code is amended by adding the double-underlined
language and deleting the stricken language as follows:
Sec. 2-305. Enforcement, inspections, and penalties.
(a)

Authorized city employees and contractors shall be provided access at reasonable hours of
the day to property designated as a heritage preservation landmark to ensure compliance
with this division. If entry to perform such inspections is denied for any reason, the city
may obtain an administrative search warrant in accordance with applicable laws and
processes.

(b)

In case any property subject to the regulation of this division has a building or structure
erected or constructed, reconstructed, altered, repaired, converted, maintained, moved, or
subjected to demolition in violation with this division, the city manager may, in addition
to any other available remedies may:
(1)

Institute civil action for injunctive relief to stop, prevent, or abate a violation of this
division.

(2)

Issue a stop work order to prevent a continuing violation of this division.

(3)

Initiate criminal proceedings, as a violation of any provision of this division is
considered a misdemeanor. Violators may be subject to a fine or imprisonment as
specified by state statute and each day in which a violation continues to occur shall
constitute a separate offense.

(4)

Refuse to approve or issue city permits and land use applications associated with the
violating property while violations are ongoing.

(5)

Utilize any other remedy that may be available to the city under state or local law.

SECTION 2. Section 2-343 of the Carver City Code is amended by adding the double-underlined
language and deleting the stricken language as follows:
Sec. 2-343. Standards.
For each property designated as a heritage preservation landmark, the United States
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation shall be the standard used for determining
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whether actions proposed under a certificate of appropriateness are approved or denied. In
addition, the City of Carver Historic dDesign gGuidelines as adopted by the city council, and
which may be amended from time to time, shall also be utilized for guidance in determining
whether an application is in compliance with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation.
SECTION 3. Section 2-348 of the Carver City Code is amended by deleting the stricken language
as follows:
Sec. 2-348. Council approval.
The commission shall make no application to the national register or to the for the
designation of a historic property or district without the consent of the city council.
SECTION 4. Section 2-366 of the Carver City Code is amended by adding the double-underlined
language and deleting the stricken language as follows:
Sec. 2-366. Certificate of appropriateness; application process.
(a)

Certificate required. Unless the city manager determines that certain types of actions are
routine in nature and may be administratively reviewed and approved by the city manager
or building official, a certificate of appropriateness shall be required for any alteration of
any designated heritage preservation landmark, as further specified in subsection (e) below,
with the exception of any actions conducted by the city which shall be reviewed under
section 2-367.

(b)

Application contents. In addition to any other specifics the building official may require,
the certificate of appropriateness application shall include all information required thereon
and be accompanied by detailed plans including a property plan, building elevations and
design details and materials as necessary to evaluate the request.

(c)

Other permits required. Besides the certificate of appropriateness, regular any other
applicable city permits shall be required for proposed work, including, but not necessarily
limited to, permits required pursuant to the Minnesota State Building Code. The
commission shall set deadlines for applications for certificate of appropriateness.

(d)

Review timelines. All applications for a certificate of appropriateness shall be processed
in accordance with the timelines provided in Minnesota Statutes, section 15.99. Once the
commission has reviewed said application, the commission shall approve or deny the
certificate of appropriateness with findings, as required in section 2-369accompanied with
specific reasons why the alteration does or does not meet the city's approved design
guidelines and standards for rehabilitation related to the particular building or preservation
property.

(e)

Specific work requiring certificate. The following actions, if performed on heritage
preservation landmark property, are subject to require a certificate of appropriateness:
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(1)

Painting, architectural details and other related exterior alterations.

(2)

Additions or deletions of awnings, shutters, canopies, windows, doors, and similar
appurtenances.

(3)

Application or use of exterior materials of a different kind, type, color, or texture
than those already in use. This provision applies to roofing as well as siding.

(4)

Signs.

(5)

Construction of a new building or auxiliary structure.

(6)

Any addition to or alteration of an existing structure which increases the square
footage in the structure or otherwise alters its size, height, contour, or outline.

(7)

Change or alteration of a structure's architectural style.

(8)

Alteration of a roof line.

(9)

Demolition of any structure, in whole or in part. This does not apply to structures
required to be demolished in accordance with M.S.A. ch. 463.

SECTION 5. Section 2-369 of the Carver City Code is amended by adding the double-underlined
language and deleting the stricken language as follows:
Sec. 2-369. Findings; conditions.
(a)

Before At the time of approving or denying any permit or application required under this
division, the commission shall make written findings based on the program for preservation
of the heritage preservation landmark in regard to the following:
(1)

In the case of a proposed alteration or addition to existing buildings, the
commission shall make written findings on how the structure may be architecturally
or historically affected. Items to be considered include, but are not limited to, the
existing exterior appearance, building height, building width, depth, or other
dimensions, roof style, type of building materials, ornamentation, paving and
setback.

(2)

In the case of the proposed demolition of a building prior to the approval of
demolition, the commission shall make written findings on the following:
a.
b.
c.

Architectural and historic merit of the building.
The effect on surrounding buildings.
The effect on any new proposed construction on the remainder of the
building (in case of partial demolition) and on surrounding buildings.
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(3)

In the case of a proposed new building, the commission shall make written findings
on how the building will in itself, or by reason of its location on the property,
materially affect the architectural or historic value of buildings on adjacent
properties or in the immediate vicinity within the heritage preservation landmark.

(4)

The city's approved standards, as provided in section 2-343.

(b)

In approving an application under this division, the commission may impose such
reasonable conditions as will, in its judgment, best fulfill the purpose and intent of this
division.

(c)

Following approval or denial of an application required under this division, the applicant
will be provided a copy of the commission’s or staff’s decision in writing, by email or mail,
and said decision will be accompanied by written findings supporting the decision and
information regarding the applicant’s right to appeal, as provided in section 2-370.

(d)

No city permit for work requiring a certificate of appropriateness will be issued without
the issuance of an approved certificate of appropriateness evidencing compliance with the
standards and guidelines set forth in this division. The building official shall deny any
building permit application for such work without a duly issued certificate of
appropriateness or which is otherwise inconsistent any conditions imposed by the
commission pursuant to subsection (b) of this section.

SECTION 6. Section 2-370 of the Carver City Code is amended by adding the double-underlined
language and deleting the stricken language as follows:
Sec. 2-370. Appeal to the city council.
(a)

Any person aggrieved by a decision of the commission or city staff relative to a certificate
of appropriateness shall have a right to appeal such order and decision to the city council,
if appealed within ten 14 business days of the date of that the commission's order and
decision or the city staff's decision is sent to the applicant.

(b)

The appeal shall be deemed perfected upon receipt by the city clerk of a written notice of
appeal and statement setting the grounds for the appeal. The city clerk or building official
shall transmit a copy of the notice of appeal and statement to the city council and provide
a copy to the commission. The city council, following a hearing held within 30 days of the
city’s receipt of an appeal during which the aggrieved party is provided an opportunity to
be heard, mayshall either affirm or overturn the commission's order and decision by a
majority vote of the city council that is supported by written findings. The commission, in
any written order denying an application, shall advise the applicant of the applicant's right
to appeal to the city council and shall include this section in all such orders.

SECTION 7. Chapter 2, Article IV, Division 4 of the Carver City Code is hereby amended by
adding a new section 2-373 as follows:
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Sec. 2-373. Severability.
If any portion of this division is for any reason held invalid by any court of competent
jurisdiction, such portion shall be deemed a separate, distinct, and independent provision and such
holding shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions thereof.
SECTION 8. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force after its passage and publication in
accordance with state law.
Adopted by the Carver City Council this ____ day of __________ 2022.

_______________________________
Courtney Johnson, Mayor
Attest:

___________________________
Vicky Sons-Eiden, City Clerk
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